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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Santiago Miguel Carnago López has contributed to the dictionary with 43 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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agua de chirria
Chirria water : say of some liquid; soda, juice, coffee to which the taste and texture are lost given the amount of water
added. Expression intended to refer to liquids that have no defined taste

apertrecharse
be able to dare: say of the one who takes resources to solve problems, defend himself or accumulate knowledge or
things that will serve them for the best occasion, the one that hoards for other moments, who keeps or accumulates
reserves

autoconvocar
Self-convening is a mixed word; Auto refers to the first person of the singular ( Yo me auto-convoco ).  expression of
convening one or the other to any action

autorrealizarse
Self-realization: Word composed of the prefix auto, which means to depend on oneself or act for oneself and realize
oneself: that is referred to fulfill a goal or personal purpose, therefore self-realization is defined as a state of
complacency of a person who alone and without external collaboration achieves the desired objectives. 

auxiliable
"Auxiliable" means a person who allows himself to be assisted in a situation on a voluntary basis, an event or an
accident with the possibility of receiving assistance. 

bacán
Bacan : elaboration of a tamal based on shredded banana dough with meat, wrapped in the tender leaf of the same
plant and boiled in water, originating in Baracoa, southeastern region of CubaBacán : Person of good feelings, solidarity
and very friendly

baró
Baró : Noun .  Used in Cuba as an apocope of the word Baron, in a situation of masculine gender, accentuates
masculinity

birracial
Biracial : It is a word constructed with the prefix Bi that means double or relative to the number two and racial number
that is word derived from race, It refers to person with two races or racial mixture

burrés
Burrés : it is an act of awkwardness that relates to the attitude of a donkey, say of the one who does things without
thinking,  

chamba
CHAMBA: In Cuba it is synonymous with chance or albur

comerse un cable



Eating a cable is a popular phrase widely used among Cubans and that expresses the rigors of any activity, it is related
to spending a lot of work and hardship in achieving an end. 

comparsista
Comparsista : Adj .  Say of the person who walks in comparsa or accompanied, refers to those who enter to dance in
carnival comparsas, walk preferably in tumults

desafortunadamente
Unfortunately: Word composed of the prefix (DES) that denies or reverses the meaning of the word wing that is put
before it.  The adjective LUCKY which refers to person or fact that achieves luck and improves their status or situation. 
Adding the suffix MIND that serves to convert into adverbs so the adjectives used in the sentence . 

desaprovacion
Disapproval is a word that in its linguistic use is badly written, because it should be written: disapproval which is the art
of disapproving, that is, not agreeing with something, which does not have the necessary quality or approach to reality

efimera oracion
Ephemeral : Adjective that is accentuated orthographically because it corresponds to the group of the words esdrújulas
that are all accentuated, refers to the characteristics of being short or fleeting, of very short duration in the text.  Just as
the word "sentence", which has a substantive function and is also accentuated by being a sharp word ending in
consonant "n", Sentence is the most complete structure within the sentence because it has the verb in its content. 
Prayer is the shortest unit that is written with its own meaning and that is expressed with total coherence.  Ephemeral
sentence: refers to a literary construction within the paragraph of very short presence. 

empanadillas
Empanadilla or Empanada: Say in the first order of a dish made with flour dough and stuffed with meats or vegetables
as a half moon fried in fat or baked, very popular in Argentina, It also refers to things caught between two walls or tapas.

espátulas vómicas
The vomic spatulas: they are artifacts in the form of palette, usually carved into bone, shell, wood are specifically for
ritual use in Taina civilization that inhabited mainly in the Greater Caribbean Islands : Cuba, Dominican Republic and
Puerto Rico.  Used to cause vomit as a sign to the gods that their stomachs had nothing wrong

estás como la soga detrás del caldero
You are like the rope behind the cauldron : It is a popular expression aimed at the person who is dependent on another. 
It means that one person always walks next to each other.  say when one person comes to your house and behind
comes the other, then it's the rope behind the cauldron

fiñes
Fiñe : Noun .  Term that in some countries of Latin America and the Caribbean refers to children, synonymous with small
person

guano
Guano : refers to roof or roof of peasants' houses, say guano bohio that is extracted from the pencas of the royal palm
very popular in the fields of vat and the Caribbean



hembrismo
HEMBRISMO : Antonym of machismo , say of those who exaggerate the feminine condition disdaining masculinity ,
discrimination to the masculine , extreme feminism

hiperconexión
Hyperconnection : Word composed of the prefix hyper as a function of joining to the adjective connection ,
hyperconnection is said to be the excess of connection , connection above the normal mean .  connection saturation

hiperliderazgo
Hyper-leadership is a mixed word formed by the term hyper (superior, remarkable, excessive) and leadership that
comes from the word leader, a person who takes charge of an activity.  Individual with the ability to be an example and
follow him faithfully in his orientations. 

macroregión
Macro-region: substantive words that by themselves have autonomous meaning and therefore should not be written
together because they are not composed, Macro is an expression referring to large or immense and region is the
delimited area that encompasses a geographical, cultural or political status.  The correct thing would be to say
macro-regional with the double rr and then if you consider a compound word of equal meaning to the previous concept

mega incendio
Mega fire : say of a large fire , Word composed of the prefix mega related to the International System of Units defined
with the letter ( M ) indicative of million and the term fire that refers to fire that comes out of human control and causes
disasters in things. 

mejurge
Menjurje: It is said in Mexico to the syrup made with different herbs in a liquid way and that is prepared without a
premeditated order.  In other regions of the Americas and the Caribbean this same preparation is called mejunje, It
refers to elements of a preparation, linked or mixed. 

menudo
Menudo : Say of something small, person of small stature.   ( In Cuba )  Fractional coin regularly of metal and that is in
the order of fractions up to 99 cents, less than one peso, In the often can be evidenced coins of one cent, three cents,
five cents, forty cents and even a peso coin. 

monisimo
monísimo : Word esdrújula that carries accentuation in the antepenultimate syllable, refers to monkey or monería in
superlative degree, which is very funny, very pleasant or funny

multiaventura
Multiadventure : Although you can write in bulk is a mixed word, Multi meaning (many, varied) and adventure which is an
activity that does not have enough guarantees to get a good result, it can be at risk to the person

musicológico
Musicological : Analysis or final result to which the musicologist or specialist in music theory arrives, after doing research
and practices of music, It is not a compound word although it has two implicit roots: The noun MUSIC: Person who
makes or executes music and LOGIC that comes from laws, modes and forms that leave the truth grounded.  Logic is



the form of coherent thinking in the human being

neguitos
Negüe or nagüe : Written with umlaut is a word native of Cuba, essentially from the eastern zone (Santiago de Cuba) is
considered to come from some idiomatic variant of Yoruba, introduced by African slaves and refers to the friend or
partner of wanderings. 

ñongo
Person who lives very intricate, especially in a rural area and so few skills is awkward and unfamiliar

orquetar
Orqueta : A wooden instrument extracted from the branches of trees in the shape of a Y, whose functions are to hold an
elastic band by both upper ends to shoot solid elements such as stones and thus facilitate the hunting of small animals
Orquetar (Verb) is the action that means to use an orchestra,   which is the same as preparing it for the action of hunting

plañidos
Plañidos: Refers to crying or tearing.  Action of crying especially before death, Since ancient times the high bourgeoisies
hired women Plañideras who were in charge of crying at funerals, even without knowing the deceased. 

ponerle el cascabel al gato
Rattle the cat.   ( BEST PHRASE )  Put the rattle to the cat.  It refers to the act of courage to resolve some situation. 
dare in the solution of a conflict, take the initiative

precandidatura
Pre-candidate word composed of the prefix "pre" meaning "before" and candidate; Person who pursues a position or
award but who is still in the stage of aspirant or deserving.  The word can be written separately by highlighting the prefix
or in a single lexical block

preclasificar
pre classify : word composed of two parts : pre ( as prefix ) , which means "before" and classify which is relative to order,
have a place or select in a certain order

pseudónimo
Pseudonym that is also written pseudonym is the nickname that a person uses to supplant sometimes his true one, the
pseudonym is widely used among artists, writers, athletes etc. 

reacomodarse
rearm : Composite word with the prefix re which means "return to" , re-accommodate, take back a comfortable position
that was previously had

reactuar
re-act word composed of the prefix re meaning "to repeat" and the word act which refers to the behavior of a person or
the action of the artist in a stage work.  Rethink a personal action and rectify it.  can be written separately to highlight the
prefix or joint as a lexical unit



remandingo
Remandingo : Popular word used in the eastern zone of Cuba as a synonym of revolico , Tell of the disorder that causes
a person , uncontrolled . 

sentirse muy vergas
Feeling very cocky : Expression widely used among Mexicans; Tell yourself who feels very powerful.  Phrase that
defines those who are believed to own a situation.   That endorses those of self-sufficient attitude.  Demonstration of
manhood. 

vicefiscal general
Deputy Attorney General: This is the position before that of the Attorney General, it is a word composed of the prefix
vice which means charge that is below , or person who supplements the holder of a position. 


